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A Brief Survey of

Knowledge Aggregation Methods

Michael Landy
Robert Hummel

Abstract

This paper discusses several iterative knowledge aggregation methods. Such

methods are used to choose one of a finite set of labels about each of a set of

objects. First, a stimulus is analyzed locally at each object, yielding an initial state

which assigns a weight of the evidence from that analysis to each of the labels. The

methods continue as a sequence of trials. On each trial two events occur. First,

new evidence is gathered either externally or using internal compatibility constraints

on the current state. Second, the current state and new evidence are combined,

resulting in a new state, which becomes the current state for the next trial. This

method iterates until sufficient confidence in a single label at each object is

achieved. In this paper, several such methods are reviewed and compared in terms

of the form of the state space, the type of evidence which can be represented, and

the efficiency and convergence properties of the methods as a whole.

1. Introduction

In this paper, methods are discussed which gradually accumulate evidence

concerning a finite collection of objects. This is a particularly difficult problem

which has arisen in areas as diverse as computational models of vision, expert

systems, neural modeling, and statistical decision theory. Several methods have

been defined in the recent past to contend with this problem. A survey of some of

these methods is given here, set in a common framework and notation in order to

permit easy comparisons.

Each method is an iterative procedure for knowledge aggregation, consisting of

a sequence of trials. On each trial, two events take place: 1) the establishment of

the current state of the procedure, and 2) the gathering of evidence. These two

events are combined using an update rule, resulting in a new state for the next trial.

The current state consists of a momentary estimate of the relative aggregated

evidence for the identity of each of a finite collection of objects. Evidence is

gathered either from internal constraints on the state, or from outside the process

(from the "environment"). The sequence of trials continues until either the

evidence is exhausted or a stopping criterion is reached, hence the name: iterative

knowledge aggregation. The entire procedure outline is shown in Fig. 1.

A brief example is illustrated in Fig. 2. This portrays an application of

relaxation labeling (Rosenfeld, Hummel, and Zucker, 1976) to a constraint

satisfaction problem in computational vision. A scene is given with four regions

which have already been segmented. The relaxation procedure is intended to infer

the real-world object associated with each region. There are four objects to be
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Figure 1. General outline of iterative knowledge aggregation methods.

labeled (in the terminology of relaxation labeling), or four separate inferences to be

made. For each object, there is a finite set of possible inferences or labels from
which to choose. In our toy example, these labels indicate whether the given

segment is a house (H), grass (G), trees (T), or sky (S).

The state of the procedure is given by specifying the current weights of each

label at each object. In relaxation labeling, at any given object these weights

essentially define a probability distribution across the set of potential labels (i.e.

they are non-negative and sum to one). The initial state is given to the procedure,

and presumably is determined by image properties such as color, shape, etc.

The new evidence is computed using a set of constraints between labels at

various objects. For example, in Fig. 2 it might be the case that a label of S for

region 1 supports a label of G for region 4 because region 1 is above 4 and sky

tends to appear above grass in natural images (again, this is only intended as a toy

example). Similar constraints are computed between all neighboring objects and
labels and result in a number for each label at each object indicating the degree to

which other labels and objects support (or are consistent with) this particular label

at this object. This set of support values is the current evidence.
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On each trial, the new evidence is summarized as a support vector

1=
(Sl sn ). For each object i, s

t
is a function s

t
: A,-R. ^(Xj) denotes the

weight of the new evidence for label A.,- at object i. s is similar to x in form,

although different aggregation methods put different constraints on these two

vectors. For example, in relaxation labeling the function X.,- -x,(X/) is a probability

distribution over A,-. Support values are not necessarily constrained in this manner.

Indeed, in some relaxation labeling methods a support value Jj(Xf) can be negative,

indicating that the weight of the new evidence is against label A.,- at object i.

At the end of each trial, the current state and evidence are combined in order

to achieve a new state. Since the procedures used vary widely, at this point we

simply indicate the update rule as F(x,s) = F. The new state x' becomes the

current state for the subsequent trial of the procedure.

In the next section, four methods will be outlined which iteratively combine

evidence in order to achieve a labeling. The methods include relaxation labeling

(Rosenfeld et al., 1976; Hummel and Zucker, 1983), stochastic relaxation (Geman

and Geman, 1984; Ackley, Hinton, and Sejnowski, 1985), stochastic assessment of

knowledge (Falmagne and Doignon, 1985), and theory of evidence (Dempster, 1967

and 1968; Shafer, 1976). In the subsequent section, these methods will be compared

with regards to state space, evidence gathering, and update rules.

3. Methods

3.1. Relaxation labeling processes

Relaxation labeling processes (RLP), which were introduced above, are used in

constraint satisfaction problems. The initial state is generally all that survives of the

external evidence given to the procedure. Subsequent evidence gathering is all

internal to the procedure. It involves a measure of the internal consistency of the

object labelings. Groups of objects and labels which are given credence initially and

are mutually consistent should survive the process, whereas inconsistent labelings

are given less and less weight.

RLP is generally intended to operate in a situation in which there is a large

number of objects to be labeled. For example, in computational models of vision,

an image will be described as a large number of image regions (e.g. pixels), each of

which acts as an object to be labeled (is it an edge? is it foreground or background?

etc.). Consistency constraints act between neighboring objects, where the

neighborhood structure is defined by the problem at hand. In image computations,

the neighbors of a given image region will generally be nearby regions.

Given a set of objects, the neighborhood is defined by a neighbor relation N . If

iNj, then / is a neighbor of i, and labels at object j constrain the choice of labels at

object i. Given two objects such that iNj, a set of compatibility coefficients is

defined for the labels at the two objects, c,y: A,xA
;
—R. The value Cy(X,-,Xy) is a

number which indicates the degree to which label A, at object j is compatible with

(and thereby supports) label X, at object i. Given a large c i;
(\,,X.

;
) and a high

previous weight for label A
;

at object ; (i.e. x,(X.) is large), this combination is

treated as evidence for label X., at object i. Since x, is a probability distribution over

A,, CjjiXj.Xj) might be derived as a correlation coefficient between the two labels at

the two objects (Rosenfeld, Hummel, and Zucker, 1976), or using conditional
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probabilities (Rosenfeld et al., 1976; Faugeras and Berthod, 1981).

To effect this treatment of compatibility, we define the support vector

*A<) =n c
(/
(X

l
,X)x/X). m

The support for each object is thus a linear sum of the compatibility coefficients of

neighboring objects' labels weighted by the current probability value for those labels

(recall that in RLP the state values at a given object may be viewed as a probability

distribution).

There have been a number of update rules suggested for RLP, and this has

been one of the main points of contention. The original paper by Rosenfeld et al.

(1976) suggests:

x,(X,)[l + j,.(\
f)]

Xi (X,) " 2 *A)[i + *A)] (2)

A very similar expression has been used for synaptic modification in neural models
of learning (e.g. Landy, 1981). The numerator of this expression causes labels with

large support s to increase relative to those with smaller s, as we have indicated.

The denominator ensures that the values of the state at a given object still sum to

one after the update (see Fig. 3-a). The intent, as described in the example above,

is that the state values at a given object be nonnegative and sum to one. Reviewing
the above update rule, we see that the first of these conditions will not be assured if

any of the support values j,(X,) < — 1. This clearly imposes a (perhaps

undesirable) condition on the compatibility coefficients. In Rosenfeld et al. (1976),
the Cij(\ t,\j) coefficients are constrained so that s,-(Xj) always falls in the range

[-1,1].

A second approach, depicted in Fig. 3-b, is taken by Peleg (1980). In this rule,

the compatibility coefficients are all positive. Support is redefined as

*i(x,) = n

The update rule is then

Xf'(Xi) =

2 Cl,(\,,\);t
;
(\)

X€A,

*A,-)*Ai)

(3)

2 Xi(\) Si(\) (4)

X€A,

Providing the c,
7
's are all nonnegative, this rule circumvents the problem of negative

state values. If the compatibility coefficients are defined as

Prob(0, = X,
|
O = X )

c.,(X,,X,) = (K^,;V
" J) Prob(Oi = X,)

' (3j

where O, is the random variable giving the correct label for object i in a randomly
chosen labeling problem to which the method might be applied, Peleg (1980) has
shown that the support formula and update rule given in Eqns. 3 and 4 is a Bayesian
estimation procedure.
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Finally, Hummel and Zucker (1983), returning to the original support function

definition (Eqn. 1), deal with the problem of maintaining state values which are

probability distributions at each object by enforcing that condition with the update

rule. Briefly, at a given object, the state may be regarded as a point in an m-
dimensional simplex over the label weights at that object. The support of those

labels may then be regarded as a vector based at that point indicating the relative

increase or decrease of each state element that is desired (see Fig. 3-c). Since this

vector may point off of the simplex, Hummel and Zucker suggest an update along

the projection of that vector onto the simplex. They prove that this is equivalent to

taking an update:

x/CXO = x,(X,) + «Ai) (6)

where u is a vector which maximizes uT subject to the constraints that ||u|| ^ 1 and

there exists a v in the simplex such that u = v — x. In Mohammed, Hummel, and

Zucker (1983) an algorithm is provided which computes this vector.

The advantage of the Hummel and Zucker update rule is mathematical

tractability. Despite its unobvious form, viewing this in the vocabulary of dynamical
systems (Bhatia and Szego, 1967), they were able to prove a local convergence

Figure 3. Three update rules for relaxation labeling. There is only one object
illustrated, and three labels. The state space consists of the single simplex shown.
In each case, the state change is shown given a support vector of (2,1,0). The state

change denoted with filled circles begins with x = (.25,. 25, .5), and shows the new
state x' . The other vectors show the state change given the same support vector and
varying the initial state, a) The original rule from Rosenfeld, Hummel, and Zucker
(1976). The vector from the origin is (x

;
(l + j]),*2 (l + j ;),j 3 (1 + j 3)), which is

renormalized to the simplex to yield i"'. b) The rule suggested by Peleg (1980).
The vector from the origin is (xis 1^2*2>*3*3)t which is renormalized to the simplex to

yield P. c) The projection operator of Mohammed, Hummel, and Zucker (1983).
The support vector 7, based at the current state .F is projected onto the simplex, and
a step of fixed size in that direction is taken (here, of length about .28), making sure
that such a step remains within the simplex boundaries.
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property for this method. This kind of formal result had been sorely lacking for the

other methods.

3.2. Stochastic relaxation

Recently there has been a spate of papers concerning a method known as

stochastic relaxation (e.g. Geman and Geman, 1985; Ackley, Hinton, and

Sejnowski, 1985). This method uses a subset of the state space used by RLP, where

only unambiguous labelings are allowed, those for which one label at each object has

a weight of one, and all others are zero (i.e. a label is chosen at each object). This

choice of a state space consisting of the corners of the simplex is shared with the

predecessor of RLP, discrete relaxation (Haralick and Shapiro, 1979). The support

vector computation is identical to that used by Rosenfeld et al. (1976) for RLP
described above, although the equation simplifies since only a single label at a given

object has a nonzero (in fact, unity) weight.

Where stochastic relaxation methods differ from RLP is in the update rule.

Given that only a single label is chosen for each object, the update rule needs to

specify how transitions to other labels occur. In stochastic relaxation methods, the

label transitions occur as a Markov process, and are thus chosen stochastically. The
transition probabilities are determined by the current state and support vectors.

The particular stochastic method described by Geman and Geman (1985)
reflects the theory of Ising spin glass models in physics. It has been applied to cases

in which there is only one object, so we shall drop the subscript denoting the object

in the following. Given a support function s, the probability of a transition to label

X is given by

„*(X)/T

PW =
2*'.WW

'

(7)

The parameter T may be regarded as the temperature at which the process takes
place. With a high value of T, the support values are virtually ignored, and the

process percolates randomly among the various labels. As T decreases, the process
at each step is increasingly likely to choose the label with the greatest support
among those at each object. By running the process over a large number of
iterations with T decreasing sufficiently slowly over those trials (called simulated
annealing), the method can be proven to globally minimize an energy functional

E= - ^ c(XX)x(\)x(\') + 2 9 xx(X), m
x<\' \

(
'

with a probability approaching one as the trial number increases. The energy
indicates the degree of inconsistency in the state. The Q x are bias terms which can
be included in the support function.

Stochastic relaxation is mathematically tractable, and can be proven to converge
to a globally consistent state. On the other hand, at present there are problems with
the method. First, the convergence results are only available if the compatibility
coefficients are symmetric (i.e Cy(\

t
,kj) = c^kj.X,)). Second, the convergence

results are based on a particular schedule for the decrease in T which makes the
method intolerably slow, and we have some evidence that the method is not at all
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robust over accelerations in the process.

3.3. Stochastic knowledge assessment

A very different area of research, that of computer-assisted instruction (CAI),

has led to a strikingly similar method to RLP. In the research of Falmagne and his

colleagues (Falmagne and Doignon, 1985), the problem is to efficiently assess the

extent of a student's knowledge in a restricted learning domain. The intent is to

quickly refine an estimation of the student's knowledge by a few well-placed quiz

questions. The results of this assessment are then to be used to guide the

subsequent teaching process. The method is made efficient and robust by carefully

choosing the question to ask based on the already gained estimation of the student's

knowledge, and by carefully updating that estimation given the student's response.

Although intended as an aid to CAI systems, the assessment method certainly has

applications to other areas in which "expert systems" are applied, such as medical

diagnostic systems (Gorry, Kassirer, Essig, and Schwartz, 1973.).

There are a number of ways of describing stochastic knowledge assessment as

an iterative knowledge aggregation method. The following is intended to highlight

the similarities between it and RLP. The state space is identical to that of RLP.
There is one object, the student being assessed, and therefore the subscript denoting
the object will be dropped. The set of potential labels for that student is a pre-

specified set of possible states of knowledge. The definition of a state of knowledge
is based on the idea that a given educational area can be broken down into a finite

set Q of basic notions, each of which can be associated with a question (or

equivalence class of questions) which tests that notion. A single state of knowledge
X of a student consists of the set of questions that the student is capable of correctly

answering ( kCQ or, alternatively, \€2C
). The set of potential states (the label

set) is a distinguished set AC2G
. The only constraint placed on A is that it be

closed under union. This is based on the intuition that if you had two students in

states X.J and \ 2 , it would be possible if they talked to each other long enough for

one of them to attain state X^L^.

The stochastic knowledge assessment procedure operates within the state space
defined, as in RLP, as the set of probability distributions across the labels A at each
object (here, the student). Evidence is gathered by choosing a question, asking it of
the student, and getting the student's response. The method used to choose the
questions is intended to gain the most information possible at each trial. This part
of the procedure is beyond the scope of this paper (see Falmagne and Doignon,
1985). Given the question-answer pair, an update rule is used to generate a new
state.

In order to compute the support, first the response to the question q^Q is

graded:

(1
if the response was correct

if the response was incorrect

A correct response supports all states which predict a correct response. Thus,
r{q) = 1 supports all states in the set

Page 8
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A,= \€A|<?€X

Similarly, an incorrect response r(q) = supports all states in the set

A
*
= \ZA\qt\

All of this results in a support vector

J(\) = r(q)i k(q) + (\-r(q))(\-ix(q)) ,

where i is the indicator function

l x(<?)
= (\ if qtk

if qik

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

In Falmagne and Doignon (1985) two update rules are discussed, which are

described here in simplified form. The first rule is referred to as the affine

assessment procedure. Given the previous state x, the question that was asked q,

and the response r, the new state x' is

F - (1-8)J+ Qg(q.r,x) (14)

where

g(q,r,x)(\) = —— _

X'iA

(15)

and 0<9<1.

As illustrated in Fig. 4-a, this rule may be regarded as computing a convex

combination between two points on the simplex — the current state x and the goal

state g. The goal state is that state which treats the current evidence as infallibly

counter to labels which the evidence refutes, and otherwise uninformative between

those that it supports. In the context of knowledge assessment this is reasonable

since the support gained from one student response only works against those labels

inconsistent with the response, but in no way differentiates between labels consistent

with it. The goal state retains the relative strengths of the labels consistent with the

student response, setting all other labels to zero (and renormalizing to keep within

the simplex). The convex assessment rule changes the state along the line segment

from x to g. Parameter 9 determines how large a step along that segment is taken.

The second update rule is termed a multiplicative assessment procedure. In this

procedure, the support vector is

JU) =
'1 ifix(<?) * r

[Q if i x (<?) = r .

where 9 > 1. Given this new support vector, the subsequent state is

s(\)x(\)

(16)

x'(\) =
2 s(\')x(k')

\'£A

(17)
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Figure 4. Two update rules for the stochastic assessment of knowledge. There is

only one object, the student, and three labels. The state space consists of the single

simplex shown. In each case, the state change is shown given a support vector based

on a student response which supported the knowledge states represented by labels \i

and X 2 > but not X 3 . The state change denoted with filled circles begins with

x = (.25, .25, .5), and shows the new state x' . The other vectors show the state change

given the same support vector and varying the initial state, a) The convex

assessment procedure. Given the state x and support 7= (1,1,0), a goal state g is

defined which has all labels set to zero which aren't supported, and maintains the

relative standing of the other labels. The update is found by taking a step along the

line segment from x to g (30% of the way, as depicted here), b) The multiplicative

assessment procedure, which is identical to the relaxation labeling rule suggested by

Peleg (1980). The support vector for this rule (with parameter 8=1 here), is

7 = (2,2,1). The vector from the origin is (*i*i,jr2J2»jr3-r3)» which is renormalized to

the simplex to yield x'

.

This rule is identical to the Peleg rule (Peleg, 1980) for relaxation labeling, although

the derivation of the support vector is of necessity a bit different. The method is

illustrated in Fig. 4-b.

3.4. Theory of evidence

The theory of evidence, as first described by Dempster (1967, 1968), and later

expounded by Shafer (1976), is a method for combining evidence from disparate

sources. It has also been suggested as a relaxation labeling method by Faugeras

(1982). It has gained some popularity recently as a tool for expert systems (c.f.
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Gordon and Shortliffe, 1984a and 1984b. Barnett, 1981; Friedman, 1981,

Gouvernet, et al., 1980; Strat, 1984). The most attractive feature of this theory is

that it makes it possible to handle evidence for or against subsets of the set of

possible inferences in addition to evidence relevant to single inferences.

In the terms of knowledge aggregation, there is again only a single object to be

labeled. Given a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of possible inferences, /, to

be made about that object, theory of evidence uses as its label set A = 2
l— {0}. It

is this greatly expanded label set that allows theory of evidence to describe evidence

impinging on a set of possible inferences in addition to single inferences. The state

space is the space of all probability distributions over A.

The interpretation of this state space is as follows. If all of the probability is

on the set containing a single inference i, then that indicates 100% probability that i

is true. If all of the probability is on the set /, this indicates that we have no

knowledge whatsoever to discern between the possible inferences. If the probability

is split equally among several singleton subsets of / (say, {i} , {j} , and {k}) , this

indicates that there is equally strong but conflicting evidence for these three

inferences. Finally, if all of the probability is concentrated on the set {i,j,k}, this

indicates that we are 100% certain that one of the three inferences are true, but

have no evidence to discern these three possibilities. This ability of the theory to

distinguish between cases of no knowledge (the first example) and conflicting

knowledge (the third example) is another attractive feature of the theory.

A single state x, as described thus far, corresponds to the mass function in the

theory of evidence. Note that this function in the theory of evidence is used to form

a second function, the belief function

Bel(A) = 2 jr(fl).
(18)

BQA

This states that the belief we have that the correct inference lies in set A is the sum
of the masses of evidence that have been gathered for any subsets of A.

The theory of evidence has a number of interesting features, including

discussions of refinements and coarsenings of the inference set (Shafer, 1976),

properties of belief functions, and so on. Here, our only interest is to describe the

combination of a previous mass function (or state, in our terminology), and new
evidence (a support function, which is simply a new mass function over the same set

/). This is the update rule in theory of evidence. Given two mass functions, a state

x and a support function .? over the same inference set /, one first defines m' : 2
7-R

,

m'(A) = X x(B)-s(C).

BC\C = A

Finally, the new mass function or state becomes

x
'w "

i -l
A

(0 }

for ^ (20)

The first step says that evidence for two overlapping sets supports the intersection

of those two sets to the degree that one trusts both sources of evidence (thus

treating sources of evidence as independent). The second step is a renormalization
required to keep mass off of the empty set (since one inference must be true). Note
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that this combination can not work with two totally incompatible sources of evidence

(with mass entirely concentrated on mutually exclusive sets), since such a situation

requires a division by zero in Equation (20).

The theory of evidence is yet another method which has a state space which is a

simplex. Unfortunately, this does not make its update rule easy to describe in

geometric terms as we have for the previous rules. First of all, the dimensionality

of the space is not the number of possible inferences \l\, but rather 2^', a much
larger figure. Second, the update rule takes strong evidence for one subset A (i.e.

closeness to the corner of the simplex representing A) and strong support for subset

B (a support vector pointing in the direction of corner B) , and yields as an updated

state a distribution with a moderately large weight for the set AC\B , which is yet

another corner entirely.

There is an alternative viewpoint for the theory of evidence, which we will

briefly mention in the next Section, and is more fully described in a forthcoming

note (Hummel and Landy, 1985). In this viewpoint, the state space is the set of

unambiguous labelings on 2^', and the state is the current set of statistics on a

stochastic variable which takes on values in the state space. Under this viewpoint,

the state space is simpler, in that it is the space of unambiguous labelings rather

than the full simplex, but the current state, however, is much more complex, and its

measurement requires that a stochastic system be observed through many
transitions. Also in this viewpoint, the evidence is gathered externally, and is

presented in the form of another state in the same state space. These two states are

combined, essentially by constructing a new stochastic function whose unambiguous
labeling at any given instant is given by the intersection of the two subsets indicated

at that instant by the two stochastic functions being combined, in a simple fashion,

bu

4. Points of comparison

4.1. State space

The composition of the state space in a knowledge aggregation method
determines the types of evidence that can be handled by the method. Consider, for

the moment, a case in which there are only three possible labels, i, j, and k.

Considering the possible state of evidence regarding these three labels, there are
several cases of interest:

1) There is no evidence pro or con any label.

2) There is strong evidence for i, j, and k, despite the fact that they
are mutually exclusive.

3) There is strong evidence against i, j, and k.

4) There is strong evidence for i, and no evidence one way or the

other concerning j and k.

5) There is strong evidence against i, and no evidence one way or the

other concerning j and k.

6) There is a strong piece of evidence for labels i and j which does
not differentiate between them.

Page 12
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As Falmagne has pointed out (Falmagne, 1983), using a probability measure

across the three labels can not differentiate between the first three cases, since each

would lead to giving each label an equal weight of 1/3. It may be suggested that this

is not a defect in the sense that in any reasonable method one would not react any

differently in the three cases. But, this is not at all clear. In the first case, one

might withhold one's "belief" while actively seeking new information regarding the

three possibilities, while in the second, one may commit one's belief right away,

split equally. Also, given a new piece of evidence, it is not clear that the update

rule should achieve the same next state starting with each of the first 3 cases above,

given new evidence impinging on, say, /.

Thus a state space which is restricted to a simplex in R m
, where m = |A|, can

not differentiate between the first three cases. A reasonable solution is to increase

the dimensionality of the state space. In RLP, this is often dealt with by adding a

"don't know" or null label, but this results in further ad hoc choices for

compatibilities. One can allow a superadditive probability measure, thus using as

the state space at a given object the hypercube [0,l]
m

. But, given the possibility of

evidence for or against a given label (cases 4 and 5 above), one can use instead the

hypercube [— l,l]
m

, with evidence pro a label giving a positive value, and evidence

against a negative one. This is exactly the state space used in Anderson's

associative memory model (Anderson, 1972, 1973, and 1977), which is another

iterative knowledge aggregation method. Finally, excluding the possibility of

perfect evidence (values of 1 or -1), the resulting open hypercube may be mapped
into R m

, treating the state of the evidence as simply a vector in R m
. This

corresponds to the "weight of the evidence" in theory of evidence (Shafer, 1976).

(The weight of evidence for a label X, which is a subset of /, is

w(X) = -log(l-x(X)),

where x(X) is the mass on X.

Case 6 above requires an even larger state space. If we are to permit evidence
to refer not only to single labels but also sets of labels, then the evidence summary
will have to be over the power set of the label set. This is exactly the step taken by
the theory of evidence (Shafer, 1976). Evidence against a subset A may be equally

well viewed as evidence for A, so the evidence weights become non-negative

quantities, and the state space is either R 2" ,+ — the positive quadrant of R 2" —
(for evidence weights) or [0,1]

2" (for mass functions as described in Section 2.4,

where the mass s(\) = 1 - e~ w(
-
x
\ for evidence weight w(X)).

4.2. Evidence

The computation of evidence is not the most critical area for comparing the

methods discussed above. Relaxation labeling and stochastic relaxation are methods
intended to gather evidence using compatibility constraints which are internal to the
state. On the other end of the spectrum, the theory of evidence is intended to

combine externally gained new evidence with the current state, which was based on
aggregating previous evidence. The stochastic knowledge assessment procedure
falls somewhere in between. It uses the current state to guide the acquisition of new
external evidence by using the current state to compute the most effective question
to ask of the student.
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It is certainly possible to consider other combinations of evidence computation

and update rule. For relaxation labeling, this sort of extension has been considered

before. Three possible update rules have been described above. Also, the

computation of evidence need not be restricted to a linear sum of pairwise

compatibilities. Other authors have suggested nonlinear functionals for the support

function and also triadic and possibly higher-order compatibility functions (Davis

and Rosenfeld, 1981; Haralick et al., 1978; Haralick and Shapiro, 1979 and 1980;

Hummel and Zucker, 1983; Faugeras and Berthod, 1981). The convergence result

for stochastic knowledge assessment procedures (Falmagne and Doignon, 1985)

applies to a far more general class of update rules than the two described in Section

2.3.

Relaxation labeling can in a sense be faulted for relying utterly on compatibility

evidence after the initial state. In an image analysis application, image data are

analyzed resulting in the initial state of the RLP process. In subsequent trials of the

RLP process, the image data are never referred to again except to the extent that

the data, as codified in the initial state, survive the RLP iterations. Given this, it is

possible for an RLP process to converge on a state having nothing whatsoever in

common with the image data, because the image data were severely inconsistent. In

fact, a linear update rule considered by Rosenfeld et al. (1976) always converged to

the same state regardless of the choice of initial state. This lead to the nonlinear

update rule of Eqn. 2, which at least potentially is affected by the choice of initial

state.

A perfectly reasonable approach to this problem would be to allow the image
data to continue to impact the support function computation, by computing support

as a combination of internal (state compatibility) and external (image data)

evidence. In stochastic relaxation, maximization of a posteriori likelihoods leads

explicitly to such a formulation (Geman and Geman, 1984). Similarly, evidence in

the theory of evidence could certainly be extended to include internal compatibility

information among multiple objects, if that were relevant to the particular task.

4.3. Update rule

The choice of update rule in any iterative knowledge aggregation method is

affected by two factors, the form of the evidence and state spaces, and
considerations of efficiency. The first consideration is meant to reflect common
sense considerations of how the state should be changed given particular types of
evidence. In all of the methods described, as one might expect, evidence for a

particular label causes its state value to rise, and evidence against it causes its state

value to fall. But, in the case of the theory of evidence, the combination rule can
lead to some paradoxical behavior. Consider a simple example. Assume there are
only three possible inferences i, ;', and k. Furthermore, assume that the previous
evidence satisfies x({i}) = .9 and *({/'}) = .1, and the new evidence satisfies

s({k}) = .9 and s({j}) = .1. The update rule will result in *'({/}) = 1. Thus,
conflicting strong evidence can cause labels with low probability values to achieve
very strong support because of the renormalization in Eqn. 20. Whether or not
such behavior is desired can guide the choice of an update rule.

In order to justify the form of a particular update rule, in several cases authors
have tried to recast the methods in familiar Bayesian terms. As we have already
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mentioned, the Peleg rule (1980) for RLP was defined based on Bayesian

arguments, where the compatibilities are based upon conditional probabilities.

Several authors have recast the theory of evidence in Bayesian terms. Ignoring

the renormalization part of the rule, a particularly simple version can be

accomplished by defining a random vector with jointly distributed random variables

as components (Landy and Hummel, 1985). The entire update rule including the

renormalization can also be described using a set of jointly distributed random

variables (Falmagne, 1983). Shafer (1981) also provides a model which generates

the combination rule in a situation where one is delivered a message about which

inference is true but which is made using a randomly chosen code.

The efficiency of an update rule is also a consideration. There are two forms

of efficiency that are relevant: the conditions required for convergence and the

number of iteration steps required to get reasonably close, and whether the method

is computationally efficient and feasible. Convergence results have been proven for

various RLP update rules (Rosenfeld et al., 1976; Faugeras and Berthod, 1981;

Hummel and Zucker, 1983), stochastic relaxation (Geman and Geman, 1984), and

for a very general class of stochastic knowledge assessment procedures (Falmagne

and Doignon, 1985). In the case of stochastic relaxation, the convergence result

requires symmetric compatibility coefficients. For stochastic assessment of

knowledge, the convergence result places certain conditions upon both the rule used

for question choice and the update rule.

The number of iteration steps required to approach convergence is an

important consideration. To the extent that these methods might be considered as

models of human information processing (e.g. Ackley et al., 1985), this is an

important consideration. Given that the human nervous system is capable of

reaction times as fast as, say, 300-500 ms., and produces these responses with

neurons which fire on the order of once ever 10 ms., there is not much time for

computation. Despite the massive parallelism available with relaxation methods, if

they require a large number of iterations, they are unsuitable for describing human
behavior. Several authors have pointed out that stochastic relaxation is extremely

slow (e.g. Ballard, 1985), and recent research suggests that any attempt to speed up

the method destroys its convergence properties. On the other hand, RLP appears to

be fairly robust across a variety of possible update rules, and the number of

iterations required need not be large.

The computational efficiency considerations arise in particular with

implementations of the theory of evidence. Given that theory of evidence requires a

state space of size 2'®\ the time and space requirements can be extreme. This has

led several authors to consider restricted versions of the theory (Barnett, 1981;

Gordon and Shortliffe, 1984b), but it is by no means clear that these alterations in

the theory will exhibit appropriate behavior.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, several methods for the aggregation of knowledge have been
reviewed. Each method has its own particular benefits and problems, related to the

type of evidence and state that may be represented, the way in which new evidence
is treated, and the efficiency. It is hoped that by providing a context in which these

methods can be reasonably compared, researchers may be in a position to use this
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information to carefully choose the appropriate method for a given application.
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